y" + \y = Q, We shall show for two boundary-value problems that a lower bound for X< can be determined once A¿ is known. This is done by finding positive numbers A and B such that In the last part of the paper we indicate how one might obtain higher-order bounds.
2. The Sturm-Liouville Problem. The general Sturm-Liouville problem is (4) ivy')' + (Xp -q)y = 0, Then it is known that
Note that -(y y) is non-negative for any yix) which satisfies (5) and (6). Choose mesh points 0 = x0 < xi < ■ ■ ■ < xn = 1 such that any discontinuity of p or q coincides with some x¡, and let »Si be the space of functions which are continuous on [0, 1], linear in each \x¿, £»+i], and satisfy (5) and (6). For any continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable function wix) which satisfies the boundary conditions, let Niw) = I iw')2 dx -(ww). Jo
The Rayleigh quotient is Weinberger calls this the Poincaré inequality, and it follows immediately from the minimum-maximum character of the A,. Now, let Yiix) be that function in Si which agrees with the eigenfunction ytix) at each interior Xj, i.e.,
and let Yix) = ¿0,7,(3!).
We shall show later that if the intervals are sufficiently small the Y i are linearly independent. Then from (10) we have (11) A. g max JiY).
and r satisfies (5) and (6). In addition, rix) is twice continuously differentiable in each ixj, xi+i), and r ix) = y ix). Let G<(x, £) be the Green's function for the differential operator d2/dx2 on the interval [x<, Xi+i], with boundary conditions (12) or (5) or (6), whichever applies. Then
Let us first consider the denominator of JiY We now show that Niy) = NiY) +Nir).
From the identity -f "' y"y dx = -P+l iY" + r")iY 4-r) dx for Xj ^ x ^ Xj+i, and wixj) = w¡, w\xj) = w¡. J is stationary at some wix) if
As before we have X¿ g A,.
To obtain an upper bound for A, we let y, be the normalized eigenfunctions of (23) and (24) with appropriate boundary conditions, so that there are Green's functions G¡ix, £) such that
We proceed as before; however, estimating¡\ [y(2k^]2 dx will be quite difficult for k > 0 unless p(x) andg(x) are step functions, in which case we would have y,(tt+w ■ (g -\{p)k+1yi, from which estimates can be made. where the 2k -2 constants oo, • • ■ , a%k-% and the four constants of integration are determined by the condition that w{a) be continuous for a = 0, 1, k. We have not obtained any bounds using Tu+i.
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